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Dale R . Eggen

SPECIAL NOTICES

For details regarding any of the following, please
route your letters through our Secretary,
Richard T . Hall.

o This issue of TELL completes its 10th year.

o

	

Our library donation to APRL accomplished in October
( We will retain all new acquisitions for one year,
then send to APRL .)

o Advertising Manager -- John Haefeli Appointed.

o Sales Circuit Manager -- Emil Tobler Appointed.
(Replaces Geroge because of health problems .)

o

	

Special Assistant to the President -- Murray Gottfried
(Membership Recruitment and possibly will work on the
starting of a Philadelphia chapter).

o

	

Our 1985 National Convention -- John Ballard, Chairman
(at SESCAL in Los Angeles, Oct - 25, 26, 27, 1985 . We
will be the featured Society .)

o REGIONAL MEETING -- April, 1985 -- State College, Pa.
Ernest L . Bergman, Chairman.

o REVENUE STUDY GROUP -- Extremely active -- has issued
7 Newsletters already, this year . Gene Kelly, Chairman.

o Plans for our 1986 National Convention in conjunction
with AMERIPEX ' 86 being made . Bill Lucas, Chairman.

o LIECHTENSTEIN STUDY GROUP -- Prototype newsletter issued
and Charter members being recruited . Max Rheinberger,
Chairman.

The September/October issue of TELL was mailed September 11th.

The Board of Directors is well aware that some of you were not

receiving your TELL's until six weeks later or more.

A solution is being sought . Hopefully, a positive report can

be made in the January/February issue . I hope all will under-

stand and realize that the problem is getting better results

from the U . S . Postal Service .
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HAPPY STAMPING AND HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
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ELECTION RESULTS

By the deadline for receipt of ballots, 122 ballots had been

received .

	

One

	

of these was

	

totally

	

blank .

	

The

	

121

	

valid

as

	

follows:ballots

	

were

	

cast

For

	

President : For Eastern Regional

	

Director:

Charles J .

	

LaBlonde 121 Rudy Schaelchli 114
Blank Write-in 1

For Vice-President : For Central Regional Director:

Robert

	

T .

	

Clarke 120 William R .

	

Lucas 115

Felix Ganz 1

For

	

Secretary : For Western Regional Director:

Richard T .

	

Hall 119 John B .

	

Ballard 117
Blank Write-in 1

For Treasurer:
Frank Young 119

The slate of the Nominating Committee was elected.

Respectfully submitted,
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Talk
tome!

Epilogue : This issue is coming to you a few days
late because I had to fulfill a 20-year old promise
and take my bride to Japan for a vacation . Quite
an experience! - This in effect, is my last issue
as your editor . My best wishes go to the brave in-
coming editor, Steve Turchik, and my deepest appre-
ciation goes to all the little helpers who made my
2-year stint bearable with their contributions.
They include, above all, friend Felix Ganz who can

fill this journal about anytime he wants and does it with an ap-
parent mindboggling ease, but also Richard Hall who kept feeding
me with the latest material, also Rudy Schaelchli, Ed Walton,

Harold Strong, and many others, including Ralph Soderberg who
supplied me with many great illustrations from his own collec-
tion but could use only a fraction, and my wife who rattled down
many a page on the typewriter (always praising my beautiful
handwriting . . .) . Unfortunately, the majority of you elected not
to participate and that ' s really a shame . This journal cannot
be made in-
teresting
enough by a
single per-
son, it re-
quires the
input of all
in order to
make it a vi-
able learning
and communi-
cations ve-
hicle for a
society like
ours . Many of
my calls for
more material
remained unanswered, both

here and
abroad . Never-
theless, I
tried to do
the best with what l had and as the French say : " I1 y a mieux,
mais c ' est plus cher! "

Ill-advised: Mr . Showalter of Linn ' s - the source of the above
inset from a recent issue - has an obsession with Swiss stamps
as potential investment grade material . As with many other free
advise, it ' s cheap and worth about as much as the newsprint
stock it ' s printed on and most of the time way off hase . Like in
the above example : While Swiss stamps, with few exceptions, have
not moved in price in comparing 1984 and 1985 Swiss catalogs,
two items I spotted have plunged dramatically, one by 40% and
one by 28% . And guess what? Mr . Showalter ' s great " find " above
is one of these items . The set retails for about $12-13 in
Switzerland, certainly no urgent reason to go on a limb and buy
quantities at $8 as he recommends . Some of our weeklies should
be reminded once or twice that printing less would save some
trees . . . . Does that make me an environmentalist? No, but serious
ly, while we are talking about price movements I am very unhappy
to report that the only real price increase I could spot affected
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a stamp that was offered a few years ago by Erwin Auf der Maur
on a piece and I held it in my little hot hand and turned it and

turned it and finally decided not to buy . Very smart, hen? It
was, and still is, the 25c UPU from the third re-engraved plate.

Then I could afford it, now it ' s out of reach . Does that hefty

price increase mean that Mr . Katcher who waltzed away with one of

the nicest UPU collection (for a small fee, of course) removed
all the 79Cs and put them away for rainy days . ..

Cover : From the days when stamps were a bit less expensive comes
this interesting album page : the 40up plating of t-he Rayon II.

This items was on auction at Kenedi of Los Angeles recently and
was hammered down at $1450, certainly not overpriced for this

honorable lifetime effort . As you may know, seven stones were
prepared originally by the printer of this issue, Mr . Durheim,
of which two still carried the black border around the Swiss

Cross during the proofing stage . Some of these proofs were

probably judged as good enough and since he was late anyhow, he
threw them in with good sheets from the other stones on his
first delivery to the postal administration . About 30 of these
stamps with complete framelines around the cross have survived
the times and count today among the highest priced Swiss stamps.
The production runs of this 3-color stamp (without the frame
lines) never went smoothly, as none of the stones were trouble-
free, and judging by the color variations one can find Durheim
must have had a heck of a problem with his yellow ink supply.

the color goes from lemony to the rare " tobacco " . Actually,
some of the color shades are rarer than the stamp with the
frame around the cross, but have never reached the 'price levels

of those . In case the page was acquired by one of our current mem-
bers and provided he or she reads this column, I would like to
hear from for the p urpose of obtaining a good color photograph
of this item with the possible thought in mind to may be print
some postcards for the society members . ..	 HRatz

Join the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies

The year as a member society of the Union of Swiss
Philatelic Societies (VSPhV) the A .H .P .S . can offer its members

the opportunity to join the VSPhV . The primary benefit is the

opportunity to receive the SBZ (Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung).
This monthly journal is the Swiss equivalent of the "American

Philatelist " of our APS . The SBZ is written in German and
French but also has many pictures, ads, etc.

Membership in the VSPhV is $9 .50 to A .H .P .S . members . If
desired, you can add this amount to your dues payment to the

A .H .P .S . If you have questions or you've already paid your

A .H .P .S . dues, you can write or send your check for $9 .50

directly to our representative to the VSPhV:

Ralph B . Soderberg
20160 Mack Avenue
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 48236
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The Postal MARKINGS AND

CANCELLATIONS OFSWITZERLAND;

Part 91,

By Felix Ganz

MODERN, DATELESS TOWN STRAIGHTLINE MARKS & CANCELS, III
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

The new LBK 85 HANDBOOK is out (see also Felix Ganz ' review

elsewhere in this issue) . The only outward change is a switch
from a green cover to a navy blue . Inside, however, there are
a number of differences . The most notable is a revision of

many prices . Based on early reports I had expected to see a

wholesale rise in prices . Not so . Price revisions are both

upward and downward . I believe this is important both to the

health of the Liechtenstein stamp market and the credibility
of the LBK publishers . We are all aware of the adjustments
the market has made over the past year . To ignore that fact
would have done a disservice to the hobby . Mr . Marxer is to be

congratulated for his efforts . . . Two important additions to
the catalog are to he found in the closing pages . The first

is a listing of the slogan cancel marks of the FL . These be-

gin with the boxed " Tragt das Geld in die heimische Sparkas-
se " and run thru the publicity cancel for the 1982 Philatelic
Exhibition . The early non-philatelic marks are much more ex-
pensive than I would have imagined . It is good to have a pre-
liminary listing of these marks . . . The second item is a most
important addition as well, especially for postal historians.
It is a schedule of postal rates in the FL from 1868 to the
current rates set in March 1984 . This information makes it

possible to investigate and authenticate those interesting
covers you have been putting aside for years . Philatelic or

commercial, phoney baloney or a rare rate usage? Now you have
a place to begin your study . A most appropriate addition to
the catalog . . . So much for my initial review of the catalog.
Some of you have already expressed some reservations on some

of the pricing and changes . Please write to me with some de-
tails . I ' ll be glad to include them . I have no vested
interest in the success of the catalog other than as a collector
in the field . I ordered mine directly from the Phila-Verlag
based on the circular distributed by the Philatelic Service.
$18 .00 by airmail was my only real choice as surface mail to

Hawaii is such that the next catalog would probably be out
before I got this one . I might note that good stamps were
used on the outer wrapper so that the extra money for postage
was not a total loss . . . A report from Rudy Schaelchli indi-
cates that the 50th anniversary show of the LPHV was a suc-
cess, The special cancel used at the show
is nice and hopefully many of you were able
to obtain a strike of it, see illustration.
A booklet about the show and the society ' s
history was distributed to all members . The
booklet reports that at the first show in 1934
the 5 Franken value of the existing series
was made available printed in a small sheet

format for interested parties . At a current
LBK value of 5000 sFr . I am sure there are
many old-time collectors who wish they had bought more than
just one! Of course, 5 Francs was a fair piece of change in
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those days . This story will sound familiar to anyone who has
collected for more than a few years . Zeppelins anyone? . . . It ' s

official, on August 26 Prince Hans Adam was given all of the
official duties and prerogatives of Prince at a ceremony in
the Vaduz Parish church . HSH Prince Franz Joseph will now

enjoy the fruits of his labors without the requirements and
busy schedule of the official head of state . Prince Hans Adam,

for his part, has already shown a spark of individuality by
announcing that Liechtenstein might apply for UN membership
on its own . FL qualifies for full membership in the Council

of Europe and seems to be indicating now that it wants to
be heard even further in the international arena . . . I ' ll
close for now . As always I appreciate your cards and comments.
Good collecting!

HAVE YOU SEEN A GOOD SLIDE SHOW LATELY?

AHPS slide shows are interesting, educational and almost free.
Tape recordings that run from 20 minutes to about 40 minutes
describe 25 or 70 slides . The illustrations and texts have
been donated by knowledgeable members.

Here are a few reactions recorded on our slide showreports:

"Lovely-everyone enjoyed-had to rerun . Thanks ."
"Slides good- Program at a level most collectors appreciate ."
"An outstanding show! one of the best presentations we have
seen ."
"Text excellent- some slides illustrations too small to see
variations in printing ."
"Very good- technical- added some slides of my own taken 30
years ago and a 30"x40" map ."
"Very good comments-train collectors think it's great-
cancel collectors found it interesting and the rest of the
general collectors were educated ."

Are you missing an opportunity? This year club groups have
shown to as few as 8 members and as many as 53.

Request an order blank from Howard Bauman, slide chairman,
511 Summit Drive, West bend, WI 53 095 .

You will be sent a description of each of the programs . The
reverse has the order blank and loan agreement.

Clubs supply a projector and screen, a tape player for the
recording provided or they may read the typed text . Return
postage born by the club currently costs about $ 3 .49.

Each shipment is made in a reusable padded envelope.

A membership brochure outlines the benefits of belonging to
the American Helvetia Philatelic Society and an invitation to
join.
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By E . C . Walton

INTRODUCTION

Sooner or later the collector of the Sitting Helvetia imperforate, the

"Strubel" issue, encounters covers franked with these stamps and almost in-
evitably the question of the proper postage rates comes up . A good deal of

excellent work has led to the explanation and publication of internal postal
tariffs, so that the franking of items posted between points inSwitzerland

can be more easily understood . However, when dealing with covers to foreign
destinations, the literature on postal rates is less complete.

Planning of the "Strubel " issue was already in progress by January 1,

1852, when Swiss currencies were reformed and the Postal Regulations were
revised accordingly . The stamps were put on sale following much delay, on
September 15, 1854 and remained on sale until July 1863 when they were fi-
nally replaced by the Sitting Helvetia perforate issue . These dates mark the
span of time covered by this study of foreign postage rates.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to attempt to determine the postal rates
in use to various foreign destinations throughout the "Strubel " period ; also

to discover, where possible, when changes were made, so that the amount of
franking on covers from Switzerland to foreign destinations could be ac-
counted for.

METHOD

The method chosen is largely empirical, depending primarily on expla-
nations of covers illustrated in auction catalogs . Each cover examined was
fully described on an index card, the cards then were sorted by country of
destination (according to modern boundaries) and put into chronological or-
der . This data bank was supplemented by information from various sources,
such as the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter and other publications,
listed at the end of this article.

Weight of an item of mail is an important consideration in any tariff
structure . In Switzerland the unit of weight used by the Postal Administa-
tion was the "Loth" even though most weighing was actually done in gram.
1 Loth = 15,6 g or approximately ½ oz . The weight of a "single" letter was
set at ½ loth and this applied to internal as well as foreign mail . It is
easily demonstrated that a single folded letter sheet is well within the
weight allowance, while a single sheet in an envelope comes closer to 7½ g.
For all practical purposes ½ loth was the equivalent of 7½ g.

For each national destination the covers were tabulated in chronologi-
cal order, in which the postal district of the place of origin is also in-
cluded . Observations based on these tabulations were used to draw inferences
concerning postal rates, supplemented or corroborated where possible by
other information from external sources.

RESULTS

In total 205 covers to foreign destinations were examined and cataloged . '
The tabulation below gives the numbers of covers by year and country of des-
tination .
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Among the miscellaneous are the following represented:

Algeria 1 Brazil Holland 2 Norway	 1

Argentina 2 Chile 1 Java 1 Russia

	

4

Austria 2 China Singapore 2 Tunisia

	

1

Australia 2 Guatemala 1 Mexico 3 Turkey	 1

Detailed tabulations of covers destined for France, Germany, Great Britain,
Italy, and the United States were made and are reproduced as appendices.

OBSERVATIONS

In the following are presented observations and conclusions drawn from

the materials examined, arranged by country of destinations.

France

A postal treaty was concluded between Switzerland and France in 1849,
in which, among other things, certain postal districts were recognized for
France and where Switzerland was divided into two zones for the purpose of

postal rates . This treaty remained in effect until a new one replaced it in
1865 . 1

From an analysis of available covers, the first zone encompassed the
border cities of Basel, Le Locle, Le Brassus, and Geneva . The cities all had
access to the postal transit and exchange stations which included St . Louis
(Hüningen), Morteau, Pontarlier, Jougne, Les Rousses, and Fernex . The second
zone consisted of remaining regions of Switzerland . These zones do not have
any apparent relationship to the somewhat later postal districts, or Rayons.

It is deduced that the postal rate for a single letter from Zone I

from 1852 to August 1859 was 35 Rp ., depending on destination, but includ-
ing Paris, Lyon, Marseille, and Le Havre . From Zone IT the corresponding
rate was 40 Rp ., with higher rates applicable to more distant places.

Certain exceptions existed, such as the rate to Besancon, as demonstra-
ted by three covers, each franked I Fr . for 4x the single rate of 25 Rp .,
all posted between 1855 and 1858.

For the border zone there was also a special rate which is well docu-
mented as 15 Rp . to points within 30 km in a direct line . 2 This rate is
demonstrated on a cover from Geneva to Fernex (now Ferney) in August 1856.
However, by 1862 this rate had increased to 20 Rp . according to two covers
to Thonon in December 1862 from Geneva.

After August 1859, the rate for a single letter was uniform 40 Rp.
irrespective of origin or destination . This rate remained in effect until
the new treaty of 1865.

Throughout the "Strubel" period the rates increased depending on weight
in ½ loth (7 g) increments . Registered (Chargée) letters were charged the
double rate.
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Germany

Only 17 covers were available at the time of this study and that is

really too few to draw serious conclusions . However, a reference to PHSG,

the quarterly newsletter of the Postal History Study Group of AHPS, #11,
September 1, 1979, provided the necessary information which is repeated here
for the sake of completeness.

During the Strubel period the Germany of today consisted of numerous
sovereign states which were joined in a postal treaty with Switzerland that
remained effective with minor changes until 1868 . The treaty also included

Austria.
Basically, Switzerland was divided into two zones and Germany/Austria

into three . There was also a border zone defined as 5 miles* from the send-

ing to the receiving postoffice . Mailings in this zone had to bear the mark

RL (Rayon Limitroph) . Letters could be sent franked to destination (PD) or
unfranked . Printed matter and registered items had to be franked.

The rates for single letters up to 1 loth (15 gram) were as follows:

Printed matter cost 10 Rp . for each 15 gram, except in the border
zone where 15 gram cost 5 Rp . In 1862 the treaty was revised to lower
the printed matter rate from 10 Rp . to 7 Rp . per 15 g outside the
border zone . (All distances are in [German] Geographical miles ; 1 mile =

7½ km). All the covers listed in the Appendix conform to the rates
given above.

Great Britain

While rates to England are believed to have depended on routing, all 15
covers examined had been routed via France . The weight for a single letter
was ½ loth (7½ g) and heavier letters were rated at simple multiples.

* German Geographical Miles, 1 mile = 7½ km, 5 miles = 37½ km .
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During 1854, the first year of the Strubel stamps, the single letter
rate from Geneva was 60 Rp . However, in 1855 the rates were reduced within
a two-zone system . Zone 1 included Geneva and Lausanne (within 10 miles or
75 km from an exchange station?) . Zone 2 included Zürich, Zizers nr, . Chur

(points over 10 miles?).
By .1858 it seems that the rates were again raised to 55 Rp . and 60 Rp.

for zones 1 and 2 respectively . The foregoing is very speculative and needs

further verification.
As previously noted, letters were routed through French exchange sta-

tions ; among them Ferney, Pontarlier, and St . Louis . Arrival stamps indi-

cate travel time usually as three days.

ltaly
y

The 36 covers to various parts of Italy show a great diversity of

postal rates . Between 1854 and 1862, the system can best be understood in terms
of a border zone, two zones for Switzerland and two or three zones in Italy.
Matters were further complicated when mail was routed via France as was the
case frequently for mail to Naples.

From the covers one finds evidence that a change of rates took effect
by the end of 1856, including also the border zone rates . Prior to 1857,
there existed a 15 Rp . rate which applied to places within a fairly narrow
zone on each side of the border . In 1857 this arrangement was changed to
10 Rp .° between any two points within 45 km of designated border stations,
as measured in a straight line . 5 Since Milan is within 45 km of Como, one
of the designated stations, a good portion of the population centers in the
South of Switzerland qualified for the 10 Rp . rate . On the basis of rather
sparse evidence, the rate structure that existed during the years 1854-56

may have been as follows:

In early 1857 the zone division was apparently changed, so that all Switzer-
land, except for those places within the designated border zone as explained
above, was included in one postal zone . On the Italian side, one zone inc-
luded the cities of Milan, Turin, Genoa, etc ., for which the rate was 40 Rp .,
exclusive of the border offices . Another zone included Naples and Bari, for
which the corresponding rate was 75 Rp . This arrangement came to an end on
July ]., 1862, when new rates went into effect, and remained substantially
unchanged until the founding of the UPU.

The rate for ordinary letters was 30 Rp . per 10 g if franked and 40 Rp.
when not franked . The rate for printed matter was 3 Rp . per 40 g and had to
he paid in advance . The charge for Registration was set at 30 Rp . and frank-
ing was mandatory . Before this, registered items were charged double the
normal rate.

A number of different markings were encountered on the covers examined.
Rate markings were common, indicating the weight in gram and the rate mul-
tiple below, others only gave the rate multiple . Route markings were quite

*, For each 7 g, changed to 10 g in 1862. The 20 Rp. double rate does not
seem unusual.
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interesting . Items passing through St . Louis bore the A•E•D mark . VIA DI
DOMODOSSOLA appeared on covers sent to Santa Maria Maggiore . The initials RL
appeared on several covers, including two from Geneva, suggesting that this

was considered to be the border zone.6 The "Reggio Limitrofo " designation

was also found on covers originating in Locarno, Brissago, Lugano, and

Bellinzona.
The circular date stamp VERBANO was encountered on three covers and it

was not until reading the article by Laurence Moore "The R .L. marks of

Switzerland " , H .P .S . Newsletter, July 1982 et seq ., that its origin was

clarified . This cds was applied to mail carried by the steamship "Verbano "

between ports in Switzerland and Italy, on the Lago Maggiore, and was seen
on the following covers:

GLARUS 15 OCT 52 - VERBANO 18 OTT 52 - NAPOLI
ZURICH 16 OCT 54 - VERBANO 18 OTT 54 - TORINO
LOCARNO 1855 SET 9M - VERBANO 9 SET 55 - TORINO

Many variations and exceptions to the rate structure have been reported,
making it likely that this analysis is an over-simplification.

United States of America

A total of 43 covers, addressed to all parts of the United States were
examined and analyzed . The postal rates to the USA during the Strubel period
falls into two main portions, with September 1857 marking the division.

The first period which includes the beginning of the Strubel issue had

a two-rate system depending on point of origin . If it is assumed that there
were two zones, the rate for zone 1 was 1 .30 Fr ., and the rate for zone 2
was 1 .35 Fr . The rates are for a single letter, weighing ½ loth (7½ g).
Covers franked for the zone 1 rates originated at postoffices that varied
in distance from the French exchange office from 5 km to 65 km.

This would suggest a rate structure similar to that for other foreign
destinations, where zone 1 extended from 0-10 miles (German Geographical
mile = 7½ km), while zone 2 was for over 10 miles, or 75 km.

It may be noted here that all but three covers indicated routing through
France and most indicated Liverpool as port of departure, with two via Le Havre
and one Calais.

During this period there are frankings that do not fit the pattern.
Two covers without any other distinguishing features or markings were

franked 60 Rp . and one 50 Rp . This may have been a ¼ loth rate or a routing
other than that indicated . More research may uncover the reason . The cover
routed via Calais originated in Basel April 1857, franked 65 Rp.

By September 1857 the single letter rate had changed to a uniform
1 .15 Fr . and the two-zone system was discontinued . Examples are:

-

	

- BERN 4 MÄRZ 1858 to LOUISVILLE KY ., marked 8/2 franked 2 .30 Fr .,
SUISSE 3 ST . LOUIS, Steamer via Liverpool, arrival BOSTON MAR 28
PAID 30.

-

	

- GENEVE 10 DEC 61 to SAN FRANCISCO, marked 19/3 franked 3 .45 Fr.
SUISSE 3 BELLEGARDE Br Service . arrival NEW YORK PAID DEC 60.

In 1862, probably July 1, the rate to the USA was changed again to
1 .10 Fr . per 74 g (½ loth), as shown on the last cover in this study, from
AARAU 16 SEPT 62, to NEW YORK, franked 2 .20 Fr ., marked 2 SUISSE 3 ST .LOUIS,
arrival NEW YORK OCT 2, it was franked for the double rate.

The 1 .10 Fr . rate continued into the 70 ' s for routings through France,
but cheaper rates were available by routing through Germany and "Direkte
Auswechslung" (Direct Exchange).

CONCLUSIONS

From an analysis of covers it is possible to determine the rates in
effect for letters between points in Switzerland and foreign destinations .
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However, one cannot extend those rates to other departures and arrivals with
any assurance of being correct . As basis for research into archival
sources, empirical data such as has been presented in this survey, may prove
useful.

REFERENCES

1) PHSG #13, March 1, 1980, Rates to France (Postal History Study Group,
American Helvetia Philatelic Society, Newsletter).

2) Spezialkatalogüberdie Briefmarken der Schweiz, 23rd edition, Zumstein
& Cie, Bern, p . 33.
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Sieber, SBZ 5/77.

4) Schweiz Abstemplungen 1843-1907, by F .X . Andres and Hans Emmenegger.

5) Altschweiz - was nicht im Catalog steht, by Josua Bühler, Zürich 1968.
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Pages 261 and 262 were a bound-in application for
the AHPS Sales Circuits .
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SWISS FIRST DAY COVERS — BURIED TREASURE?

	

By RICHARD . T . HALL

Early Swiss first day covers offer the same possibility for dis-
covery of a buried treasure as do early U .S . FDCs . While spe-

cial first day cancellations were used in the United States
beginning with the Northwest Territory issue of 1937 (Sc 795), it

wasn ' t until the Pro Patria set of 1948 (Sc B175—77) that
Switzerland used a distinctive first day cancellation (Fig .1).

As most collec-
tors know, trying to
find first day covers
prior to the use of
special first day
cancellations can be
very profitable . A
collector with a
knowledge of first
day dates can
sometimes find a piece of
buried treasure in a
dealer ' s box of mis-
cellaneous covers.
Once again, the know-
ledgeable collector
is at an advantage.
Pickings are probably
slim for undiscovered
U .S . FDCs because
most dealers are well
aware of dates of issue . Foreign stamps may be a different

matter. So look carefully at those covers at the next show or
bourse, you may be lucky! In particular, for Swiss FDCs be on

the lookout for those cancelled at a location related to the
stamp subject . These are particularly prized by the Swiss
collector, who is willing to pay a premium for such items.

While it is true
that Switzerland did
not use a special
first day cancella-
tion until 1948, they
did somehow ease
into the FDC business.
Beginning in August
1941, the Swiss Phi-
latelic Service in
Bern made available
a special gray stic-
ker which reads
" First Day of Issue "
in three lines in
each of the principal
languages of Switzer-
land--German, French,
and Italian . The
Swiss Cross can be
seen in the upper

right corner . Figure 2 shows this sticker on a FDC of the 1948
Anniversaries set (Sc 312—15) . Notice how the sticker is tied



to the cover . These stickers will flag a cover as a FDC even for
the most naive collector or dealer . So, in particular, be on

the lookout for undiscovered Swiss FDCs prior to August 1941 . It

can be very rewarding . The Gothard tunnel issue of 1932 ( Sc
216-18), for example, is valued at $1 .70 in used condition, yet

the same set on a FDC is worth about $85 .00 . Those are pretty

good returns to try for!
There are many

other interesting as-
pects of Swiss FDCs.
Not the least of these
is the availability
of FDCs between 1948
and 1959 in each of
the three principal
languages of Switzer-

land . You ' ll notice
the cover shown in
Fig . 1 is cancelled
with a French cancel-
ler-- "Jour d ' émis-
sion " . Figure 3 de-
picts the 1955 Pro
Patria set ( Sc B242-
46) struck with an
Italian canceller--

"Giorno d'emissione " .
Figure 4 shows the

German version on one
of the 1955 Publici-
ty stamps (Sc353)--
" Ausgabetag " . German
first day cancels are
the most common . The
catalogs recognize
this in their valu-

ations . Italian FDCs
catalog up to twice
German ones . French
FDCs are only slight-
ly more valuable than
those in German.

Beginning in
1952 with the Pro Ju-
ventute series, in
1957 for the Pro Pa-
tria series, and in 1959 for the remaining issues, Switzerland
has used a single special first day cancellation, usually in
German but sometimes in French . Figure 5 shows one of these
special cancels on the Pro Juventute set of 1970 (B394-97) . No-
tice how the cancel matches the 20c + 10c value and the cachet.

The cachets on Swiss FDCs are another interesting story.
Cachets were first used on Swiss FDCs after the Second World
War . They were first privately produced, then subsidized by the
Philatelic Service, and now officially printed and sold by the
Postal Service . If a reader could tell me when the transition
from private to subsidized to official occurred, I would be most
grateful . I ' ll communicate whatever answers I get later.

Where can the collector discover the value of his Swiss
FDCs? Most Swiss catalogs (Zumstein, Müller, Auf der Maur, or
Amateur Collector) list values of FDCs . There are also two
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specialized Swiss FDC

catalogs . The Tanner
Spezial-Katalog is
the older and better
known of these two.
It comes in two vol-
umes, the first co-
vering and illustra-
ting FDCs of Switzer-
land, United Nations
Geneva, and Liechten-
stein, plus Day of
the Stamp cards and
covers . The second
volume covers PTT
collection sheets and

folders, Pro Patria
postal cards, Pro Ju-

ventute post cards,
as well as Pro Patria
and Pro Juventute tab stamps . The catalog is in German, French

and English . Most Swiss dealers handle this catalog.
The newcomer to the scene is the Ersttag-Katalog published

by Hans Schwarzenbach . The 1985 revised edition appeared a few

months ago (see notice in last TELL) . This catalog differs from
the Tanner in that it lists first day cancels on stamps off

cover in addition to those on cover . This might make looking
through a collection of used Swiss stamps a rewarding experience.

For those of you interested in what the PTT collection
sheets and folders are, let me describe them for you . The PTT

collection sheets are single sheets of paper about 4 "x6 " , with

the Swiss Cross in color in the corner, on which is affixed
and cancelled the particular stamp in question . These sheet are

particularly popular with cancellation collectors as the stamp
is usually cancelled and tied to the sheet with the cancel and
a separate strike clear off the stamps is also made . They are
nice for illustrating cancels . The PTT folders are about the
same size as the collection sheets but consist of a white card
stock with a four page insert describing the stamps on the first
page with the stamps affixed to the third page . These are col-
lected either cancelled or mint . They both are interesting side-
lines to a particular issue.

How can the collector get Swiss FDCs? For older issues,
your friendly Swiss dealer is your best source . For new issues,
a standing order account with the Swiss Philatelic Service can
get you FDCs at almost face value . I say almost because the Swiss
PTT charges a few centimes for their official envelopes, current-

ly 60 Rp . or about 250 . The Swiss Philatelic Service is a regular

advertiser in TELL . Their ads give details on establishing a

deposit account .

	

For those of you collecting Swiss United

Nations offices, you ' ll have to go to two places to get FDCs of
new issues . First, for the UN specialized agencies with head-
quarters in Switzerland, such as the UPU, WMO, WHO, etc ., postage
stamps from such agencies are printed and distributed by the

Swiss PTT . Therefore, the Swiss Philatelic Service can handle
your needs through the same deposit account described above . For
issues of the UN office in Geneva, such issues are handled by the
UN Philatelic Agency in New York.

Richard Hall is a regular contributor to Stamp Collector, a weekly stamp
newspaper where this article appeared before . Reprinted with permission .
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Discontinued Offices

1631 La Valsainte, as
Sept . 30, 1984.

8474 Welsikon, as of
Sept . 30, 1984.

3981 Gletsch, as of
Sept . 22, 1984.

7122 Dutjen, as of Sept.
30, 1984 .

of

REMINDER

Dues are Due

Those members who have not yet paid their 1985 dues, please
do it now and save the Secretary a lot of extra work . A payment
envelope was included with the September/October TELL . If you
have mislaid the envelope, send a check for the appropriate
amount ($8 North American members, $10 overseas members with
TELL by seamail, or $14 overseas members with TELL by airmail)
payable to " A .H .P .S ." to:

Richard T . Hall
Secretary, A .H .P .S.
Post Office Box 2425
Gaithersburg
Maryland 20879—0425

If you are not planning to renew your membership, it would

be greatly appreciated if you would drop a note to the Secretary
to that effect . This will save a lot of follow-up notices.

THANKS
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CHRONOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF

THE BILINGUAL ISSUES OF 1850 AND 1852

By Heinrich Jäckli, Zürich

This following article appeared first in the "Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung",
issue 5/84, under the title Die zeitliche and örtliche Verwendung der zwei-
sprachigen Ausgaben von 1850 and 1852 . Translated by H . Ratz ; Courtesy SBZ.

1 . "ORTS-POST" AND "POSTE LOCALE".

1850 marked the release of the first Federal stamps, with the 2½ Rp . "Orts-
Post" being distributed throughout the Garman-speaking part of Switzerland
and the 2 Rp . "Poste Locale" in the French-speaking part.

They were used for single frankings of letters up to 2 loth (15 g) in
larger towns with local postal service, as well as for printed matter up to

2 lath within (letter) rayon I, i.e. within a diameter of 10 leagues (approx.
30 miles) . Additionally, they had to be used in mixed frankings with Rayons
in order to achieve 7½ Rp ., 12½ Rp., 17½ Rp ., 22 Rp ., or 37 Rp . for let-
ters and printed matter with more weight or greater distance, as well as
for the registration fee . You not only find them with the cancellations of the
36 larger communities--those obtaining permission by a postal administration
circular of April 5, 1850 to use a local rate of 2½ Rp . only--but also with
postmarks of numerous other, including smaller, postoffices.

Initially, the postal territorial division of Berne, on behalf of the
Federal Dept . of the Postes, handled the distribution of the stamps to the
other territorial divisions . Those then forwarded them to the postal bureaus,
who in turn furnished the (mail) acceptance stations.

According to an entry in a diary from the General Postoffice of Aarau,
this office, for example, received on May 12, 1850 from Berne 12,000 copies
of the "Orts-Post", of which 400 copies each were sent to Lenzburg, Zofin-
gen, and Baden on July 9, 1850 . Lucerne obtained theirs (as per H . Munch,
1951) already on May 2, all other territorial divisions, with the exception
of Basel and Zürich, got theirs also on May 12 . Geneva returned its
allotment because they wanted to use up first their own, the "Waadt 5c"
as well as the "Neuenburg" a bit later for the local service.

Although they were available, it appears that the new 2 Rp . were not
used before October 1 though . At least no proofs exist among the material
at the PTT museum. Likewise, none could be observed in any of the major
auctions of the last 5 years.

Towards the end of September the divisions, like Aarau, for example,
on September 23, 1850, received in addition to more 2 Rp . also 5 Rp . and
10 Rp . stamps, together with directives from the Fed . Dept . of Postes, da-
ted September 9, 1850, to start franking as of October 1 all mail for all
inland service exclusively with these franco stamps.

With this date we see, together with Rayon I and II, documentation
material showing up . "Orts-Post" with relative frequency from the German-
speaking part of Switzerland, "Poste Locale" somehow less frequently form
the French-speaking part can be observed in singles on letters, printed
matter, and on registered mail, and also in mixed frankings with Rayons (see
graph 1).

A study of the exhibition material at the PTT-Museum and a perusal of
several dozens of auction catalogs from the German-speaking part of Switzer-
land reveals the following regarding timing and geographic distribution of
the bilingual 2 Rp . stamps (see also graph 2):
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Graph l: Chronology of the first Federal stamp issues .
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Graph 2:
Depicts the re-
lative frequency

of the Orts-Post
in the German-
speaking part of
Switzerland, the
Poste Locale in
the French part
as well as
German part between
October 1850
and December

1851 . Each hori-

zontal line
equals one let-
ter found with a
date cancel . (Orts-
Post were not
available in the
French part).

a) The "Orts-Post" makes its appearance during October 1850 in Berne (Oct . 2),

St . Gallen (Oct . 3), Chur (Oct . 5), followed by Basel, Herzogenbuchsee, Wein-
felden, Belp, Lucerne, Glarus, Burgdorf, Thun, Lenzburg, and finally toward
the end of the month, Zurich, where they sold since February 25, 1950 the

so-called 2½ Rp . "Winterthur" for local use . The "Orts-Post" was applied

extensively in the German-speaking part till August 1851 . Starting with
September 1851 the stamp shows up only very sporadically . On December 25,

1851 the stamps were being recalled and--in contrast to the Rayons--never
issued again . They remained valid until September 30, 1854.

Aside from the some 100 plus covers with "Orts-Post" from the German-

speaking part of Switzerland I found a mere half-dozen originating in the

French-speaking part, i .e . two from both Geneva (May 21,

	

1851

	

and July 18,

1851) and Lausanne (July 12 and 17, 1851),

	

as well as one each from Bulle
(August

	

29,

	

1851) and Verrières (February 2, 1852, as a late-usage [past
the recall date]!).

The big handbook of postmarks (1969) also lists prices in four cases
of "Orts-Post" with French cancels, namely with the lozen ge of Yverdon
(Gr . 3/24), of Sonceboz (Gr . 4/8), of Geneva with the grille lozenge (Gr.
5/2) as well as one with the monogram LG (Gr . 8/14) . They are most certain-

ly exceptions and should be considered as great rarities . Most likely they
are "travelers " , i .e . rare occasions where stamps bought in the German-
speaking part ended up being used and mailed in the French-speaking part.
To that category, for example, belong the sales-call announcements of a
firm from Basel who shipped them as printed matter with stamps bought in
Base] but actually dropped in the mail by their traveling salesman once
he reached the visiting towns in the French-speaking part.

There is no evidence that "Orts-Post" stamps were ever distributed
within the French-speaking part of Switzerland.

b) The "Poste Locale" appears from October thru December 1850 rather timid-
ly within the Fre nch-speaking part of the country, but was being used with
increased frequency only from January thru May of 1851 . The first postmarks
we find are from Vevey (First Day Oct . 1, 1850), Boncourt, Neuchâtel, Bex,
Lausanne, and La Chaux-de-Fonds . Geneva appears only much later and rather
sparsely since they were using their own "Waadt" and since the beginning
of August 1851 also the "Neuenburg", as mentioned before . With June 1851
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the use of the "Poste Locale" almost ceases completely . How come? Only oc-

casional stragglers car ce found until December 1851.
In the German-speaking part we find an occasional "Poste Locale" be-

tween November 1850 and March 1851, perhaps "travelers" as well . But star-

ting in April 1951 an increased franking with "Poste Locale" can be observed,
reaching its peak in June and July 1851, at a time when they had almost

vanished in the French-speaking part . With August their use tapers off as
well till they too are finally recalled on December 25, 1851 . A very late

straggler from Zürich -- on display at the PTT-Museum--shows a date of Oct-
ober 1853.

2 .	 RAYON III "15 RP . SMALL VALUE FIGURE" AND "15 CTS".

On January 1, 1852 the Rayon III stamps appear in two language versions.

They are used for single-weight letters within the third (letter) rayon, i .e.

over 10 leagues, or for double-weight letters within the second, or for
triple-weight within the first . It's also used for heavier printed matter

as well as for registered mail and mail to foreign destinations.

a) The German version "15 Rp . small value figure" is reserved strictly for
the German-speaking part of Switzerland, and shows a peak usage during March
and April of 1852 . After June of the same year it is being replaced ra-
pidly and totally by the "15 Rp . large value figure" in a single language
version (see graph 3).

I am familiar with only two examples from the French-speaking part,

one from Porrentruy (January 22, 1852) and one from Fribourg (March 24,
1852), both probably bein g "travelers" . Otherwise the "15 Rp ." is missing

from the French part . In all probability the German version did not reach
any postal counters here.

b) The French-language version "15 Cts" appears as of January 1, 1852 all
over the French-speaking part of Switzerland, and is being replaced also

Graph 3:

Shows the rela-
tive frequency
of the Rayon III
small value
figure, in the
German part (not
available in the

French part) and

Rayon III 15 Cts
in the French as
well as the
German part during
1852 .
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as of July of the same year increasingly by the "15 Rp . large figure" . Two
very late stragglers from September and December of 1853 originated in
Orvin [close to Biel/Bienne] and Yverdon.

Apparently, the language barrier was strictly observed in the original

distribution of this bilingual issue ; in January and February 1852 no
"15 Cts" can be found having been used in the German part . However, by

March 1852 the first ones start appearing, first in Lucerne, then in
Zürich and elsewhere, tapering off caused by the introduction of the "large
figure" . The last ones showing up are from Aarau.

3 .	 CONCLUSIONS

In view of the foregoing study the prevalent assumptions (as outlined in
"PTT : 100 Years of Swiss Stamps", 1943 and "Schweizer Briefmarken", by
Max Hertsch, Silva-Verlag, 1973) that these multi-language issues found
widespread intermingled distribution throughout all language areas should
be revised.

The German versions 2 Rp . "Orts-Post" as well as the Rayon III "15 Rp.
small figure" were reserved exclusively for the German-speaking part of
Switzerland and are accordingly very much absent from the French part . The
French versions "2f Rp . Poste Locale" and "15 Cts" were first reserved
for the French part . But after a few months--probably to exhaust existing
stocks [and thereby saving some money]--they were issued at German-speaking

postoffices as well.
After the replacement of these bilingual issues by the "15 Rp . large

figure" it took altogether 87 years before other multilingual stamps were
issue again . On February 1, 1939 the publicity stamps for the '39 National
Exhibition in Zürich appeared not only in two but even three different
languages.
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AHPS members meet at STaMpsHOW 84

A small group of members and one visitor attended the
AHPS seminar held Saturday, August 25 at the APS

STaMpsHOW 84 held in Dallas, Texas . Felix Ganz,
Chicago, who was one of the judges in the literature

division at the show, got our meeting started by nar-
rating his slide/tape program on cancellations . After

the presentation, which illustrated the range of can-
cellations from beautifully cancelled material to hor-

ribly butchered, ink smeared, and ball point pen scrib-
bled "cancels", Bob Clarke showed some

socked-on-the-nose Strubels including a Stein and Mesocco . He also
had an example of a "less than pleasant" cancel on a

Rayon II, but a keeper nevertheless because the stamp
is a 16II, pf . 25 . The meeting concluded with a show-
ing of The St . Gotthard Railway slide/tape program.
The photo below shows those in attendance, from left to

right : Al Altwegg, Maselle Jackson (visitor), Felix
Ganz, Mario Wiedenmeyer, Wayne Fitzgibbons, Tim Wait,
and Bob Clarke . Gary Hendershott, also an AHPS
member, was taking care of business at the dealers
bourse and could not attend the Saturday morning
meeting .

	

Bob Clarke

P L E A S E R E N E W Y O U R D U E S !

	

N 0 W !

SWITZERLAND JOINS

INTELPOST NETWORK

Mail can be sent with-
in seconds between the
United States and
Switzerland via the
Intelpost network, the

USPS said recently.

Switzerland joined the

Intelpost network, a
fast, economical way

to send or receive co-
pies of letters, do-
cuments, and diagrams
overseas, on August 3O.

The service cost $5 a
page and delivers a
precise reproduction
of the original thru
the receiving PO.

Intelpost (Internati-
onal Electronic Post)
service is available
to and from 14

countries and Hong Kong. In

addition to Switzer-
land and the US, the
network includes
Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Germany

(West), Liechtenstein,
Sweden, The Netherlands
and the UK.

Intelpost centers in

the US are located at
the nain post offices
of Chicago, Houston,

New York, San Francis-
co, and Washington D .C.
Another 95 post offices
accept Intelpostmessages.

Customers also can send

their letters to Intel-
post centers thru Ex-
press Mail or regular
nail service or via
telephone lines if they
have Group 3 transcei-
vers.

From the October 10,
1984 American-Swiss
Gazette .
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STEHENDE HELVETIA

AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I -- CONCLUSION

9. THE CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING VALUE

A defect--even within the same variety--often presents itself in a multi-
tude of forms, depending on plate wear, print pressure setting, inking, etc.

Yet one must classify these flaws under the same number despite their often
different look . And that creates problems when one faces the task of trying
to assign a value to such items.

Certain retouches, particularly those in the borders of the stamps, are
listed under the same retouch number . This for reasons of similarity but
also to prevent the list of retouches from getting longer and longer . Here

too, the same problems exist when trying to establish values for some of
these widely different retouches.

For many years, therefore, the Zumstein specialized catalog of Swiss
stamps has used a "range of prices" when valuing these varieties and flaws.
It requires a certain amount of experience and, above all, a disciplined
attitude when attempting to estimate a value of one's own copies of such stamps.

What follows, therefore, are a few examples of evaluation that are in-
tended to make the task of valuing a bit easier for collectors . The prin-
ciple is simple : The clearer a plate flaw or a retouching stands out, the
higher the variety may be priced ; on the other hand, the less obvious the

variety is, the lower it should be valued.
The following represents three different examples of values (all given

as a percentage of the catalog value).

Example 1 : Flag-like spot at the upper right.

Illustration

	

Illustration

	

Illustration
20%

	

4O%

	

6O%

Illustration

	

Illustration
8O%

	

100%

Example 2 : Retouches in the border.

8 illustrations 15-100%

Example 3 : Various retouches in frame

9 illustrations 15-100%

Editorial note : This concludes our translation effort of that more or less
technical part of the new Standing Helvetia handbook . Our thanks go to the
authors for the superb effort that went into this work, the publisher for
this well-produced book and for allowing the translation of it, and all the
translators who must have labored for countless hours over this not-so-easy
text, and last but not least, to Ralph Soderberg who supplied all these
exciting photos . Unfortunately space and the sporadic poor print quality
precluded the full use of all that unique material.
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R EVI EWS CATALOGUE REVIEWS By Felix Ganz

ZUMSTEIN'SCHWEIZ/LIECHTENSTEIN	 1985.
Published by Zumstein & Cie ., POB 2585, 3001 Bern, Switzerl.
VIII+383+9 pages . Sales price in Switzerland SFr . 10, plus
about SFr . 3 .50 seamail postage . (See special offer below,

The cover of this annual catalogue announces NEU-NOUVEAU

(or "new" ) and indeed the 1985 issue is an eye-dazzling
reworking of past years ' efforts . Although only in German
end French, the color coding (which starts on the table of
contents on p.1

)
and the simple signs used should present

no obstacle to a user unfamiliar with both German & French.
In addition to the color coding of each major section

(including UN Geneva, Campione and Liechtenstein) the big-
test and probably most welcome innovation for many collect-
ors is the introduction of a separate column, throughout
the book, giving prices or value estimates for single
franks on cover right through the current issues, includ-
ing tête-bêches, se-tenants, official, franchise or
telegraph stamps, thus exceeding in coverage even the last is-
sue of the Zumstein Specialized . (Campione and UN Geneva
are not yet thus treated, but Liechtenstein is .) To
compensate, one former column, prices for mint blocks of four,
has been dropped for anything after 1935, and anyone really
can multiply the value of a mint single by four to get an
evaluation for a block of four

Unused hinged (=*) stamp prices seem to continue to de-
crease, in spite of the ever-ready help promised in many pub-
lications to restore hinged items to their original never-
hinged beauty, and a collector in the US should check both
a swiss catalogue \PG the back of the stamps to be purchas-
ed, because a 40 to 50% rebate for * vs

	

Swiss stamps is
now practically standard over there and shown by that tale-
telling hinge mark with the rebate price over each column.

In a few key places prices for used blocks of four with
more than one cds are also noted, such as for the famous 3
Fr . green of 1914 which commands SFr . 3250 . with one central
cds, but only SFr. 40 with more than one or parts thereof:

Day of Postage Stamp entire, from 1931 on, are also
listed and priced, as are Kocher advertising stamps, et al.

A tremendous amount of work seems to have been lavished
on this "little" catalogue, and thus it can be forgiven that
some unfortunate typos remained undetected . Worst is the
reversing of the illustrations for airmail 24 and 24a .* The
1950 Fro Patria set received a FD of 1 .VII atop and of 1 .VI.
below the set, or the 1924 plate variety of the Fr . 1 .20
stamp is given as HFLETIA instead PFLVETIA . Nitpicking, we
know; but after all : we expect Zumstein to be perfect:

3y the way : FD dates (even though not always FDC prices)
are now given for most issues prior to 1940 -- another long
awaited improvement.

*It has just been learned -- and is appreciated as well as
transmitted to our readers post haste -- that the colorre-
versals of airmail C24 and 24a were a) caused by faulty
color inking at the printers, b) were caught by the
publishers soon after the first batches of catalogues had been de-
livered, and c) were corrected in the greatest part of the
press run of this catalogue . Thus you may have a normal or
a reversed copy . Will one of the two books become a rarity?
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MÜLLER BRIEFMARKEN-KATALOG 1985, SCHWEIZ, LIECHTENSTEIN,
CAMPIONE, UNO GENF . 54th issue ; 360 pages . SFr . 12 .50 in 2
binding versions, available from Marken-Müller, Birsigstr.
111, 4011 Basel, Switz . Add postage of about SFr . 3 .50.

Since this catalogue also states that it is the price list
of the Swiss Stamp Dealers Association, it can be ordered
from any member dealer as well.

Last year, the Müller and the Helvetia catalogues com-
bined . This year, Miller's name seems to have been the sur-
vivor.

For Switzerland collectors in North America, this cata-
logue happily has retained the English language index, ex-
planation of marks, and chapter headings . Otherwise, Germ-
an is used almost exclusively, with bilingual French/German
subheadings.

Here, too, we find prices for stamps on cover, but only
to about 1945-48 in most categories, and not for as many
specialty categories as Zumstein ' s does . On the other hand
a column for mint blocks of four is retained, and collectors
still can check off their holdings in separate boxes in
front of each listed item.

From 1948 on all special FD cancels are illustrated right
next to the respective issue -- a nice detail . In regard to
identifying first day of issue dates, Müller now lags behind
Zumstein . --- Illustrations are in color and apparently from
the same source used for the 1985 Zumstein.

Railway stamps are not listed ; but on the last page ap-
pears a handy trilingual (G,F,E) list of most frequently
encountered philatelic terms.

Another feature consists in the side by side numbering
according to both Zumstein and Michel -- the latter for the
clientele in Germany, no doubt . An appendix also lists and
prices Day of the Postage :Stamp items.

LBK	 1985 HANDBUCH DER LIECHTENSTEIN PHILATELIE . Phila-Ver-
lag, FL 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein . Editor : Alfons Marxer.
315 pages . Price subject to where you live ; and for Ameri-
can collectors it would seem to be cheaper to order the ca-
talogue from a dealer in Switzerland than to order direct
from the publishers and paying more than twice as much.

We are obliged to say the above because we were quoted
three different prices per copy (varying over 100%) when we
asked about the possibility of a bulk purchase for AHPS . As
a result we decided to abstain from ordering for our members.

The title "Handbook " for this publication is misleading
inasmuch as there exists a now four volume handbook, with-
out any pricing and issued by the Ring of Liechtenstein Col-
lectors in Germany . A priced catalogue, issued by a
dealer or someone close to a dealer or auctioneer, simply is
not a handbook in the traditional sense.

Having said that we wish to state that we would not want
to miss this publication which is issued about every three
years, even though it is not too easy to locate the actual
Liechtenstein postage stamps and stationery (these chap-
ters start only in the second half of the catalogue :).

Before you get to these chapters (postal stationery
precedes the stamp issues of the principality which for 90%
of all collectors would seem to be the most important cate-
gory) one is treated to 80+ pages of Austrian and 8 pages
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of Swiss fore- and along-runners of stamps and stationery,
all quite fancily priced (rightfully so because they are
from scarce to very rare), as well as detailed chapters on
telegraph forms, customs papers and a host of other mater -
ials such as postmark illustrations.

While a vast number of different tax documents are enum-
erated it is almost odd to note that the publishers contin-
ue to ignore the actual revenue stamps of the country . Why
the one and not the other?

Among postmarks shown and listed one is not always in-
formed as to what is truly postal and what is not, and the
same might be said about some of the chapters listing the
various categories of flight covers . Concerning the flights
we note for example a complete list of all catapult flights
to German ships in the 1930s (101 entries), and we just
wonder how many collectors own even one of these with

franking in Liechtenstein stamps: Prices given, by the way, do
not include the stamps ' catalogue values.

In the chapter on postal stationery the so-called offi-
cial add-on frankings (i .e . : the postmasters added adhesiv-
es to available cards when the postage rate moved up) are
priced at many times the prices for plain cards . We con-
sider that extremely dangerous, especially if not all com-
binations used may be known, and opening the way for fraud.
Such differentiations also seem totally unnecessary.

Illustrations are in black and white, and while the
average to middling collector of Liechtenstein stamps will

not need this catalogue since both Müller and Zumstein
contain chapters on Liechtenstein stamps off and on cover,
the advanced collector should own this volume because of
its manifold references to unusual material

SPECIAL OFFER : AHPS members, or the first 25 to respond,

may avail themselves of a paperback copy of the Zumstein

1985 catalogue, postpaid, by sending $6 . (check or money

order) and their address and membership number to Felix

Ganz, POB A-3843, Chicago, IL 60690 . The catalogues ar-

rived in September and are waiting for eager customers:

25 years have passed since the historic conference in Montreux of all the
(Western) European postal administrators . The common yearly EUROPA issues
form today quite a handsome thematic collection, including some choice mor-
sels . Two of the minor varieties occurred in 1962 (Z389/90) when one of the
tree branches came out short . There was quite some excitement then about the
find, as I remember . A cousin of my wife who runs a rural postoffice and had
saved me a sheet, reported that he had some visiting collectors that claimed
that they had travelled to 900 postoffices in the search of this error! . .HR
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IDB S
For those of you who could not make
it to Switzerland and the NASA this
year there is always the next show
for next year . GABRA II will take
place in Burgdorf (a lovely old town
in Ct . Berne) between September 20
and 22, 1985 . Cabra stands for
"Ganzsachen und Briefausstellung " ,
(Exhibition of entires, postal sta-
tionery, stamps on covers, etc . etc .)
0rganized by the Swiss Society for
Entires and headed bywell-known
philatelist Max Schio, CABRA II
should be worth a sidetrip should
you be in the area . Burgdorf is
centrally located, a stone throw
away from Berne and lays at the

entrance of two of the most charac-
teristic valleys of Switzerland,

the Emmenthal and the Entlebuch with
some of the friendliest, prettiest
roadside inns that serve you some
of the finest Swiss soul food you ' ll
ever taste!

The following printorders have been
released by the Swiss PTT for the
1982 stamp issues:

Z663 15,155,000 Z674 9,215,000
2136

Z664 25,100,000 Z675 8,085,000
Z665 9,140,000

PP195 2137
4,864,000

Z666 8,700,000 PP195
2138

9,178,000
Z667 6,585,000 PP196

2139
2,931,000

Z668 PP197
2140

3,024,000
Z669

45,591,000
PJ281 5,526,000

. . .Z67036,353,000 PJ282 11,995,000

	

hou
Z671 9,527,000 PJ283 20,770,000

	

sta
Z672 14,120,000 PJ284 3,813,000
Z673 33,620,000 PJ285

. . .
4,160,000

	

These four categories of Publicity,
Europa, ProPatria, and ProJuventute
total up to 287,531,000 stamps . The
revenue to charity from these sales
amounted to 13,124,900 sFr . Included
in the above figures are the stamps
used to fashion booklets that sold to
the tune of 439,417 copies (obviously

all ProJuventute).

AHPS members Wayne Fitzgibbons re-
ceived two silvers for a5-frame
Zeppelin Mail exhibit, and Felix Ganz

To all music box
lovers : next time
you are in Switz-
erland don '

t forget to pay a visit
to Auberson ' s lit-
tle museum . Great
treasures there
and it ' s fun!

	

HR

a vermeil and a gold for his8-frame
Swiss Airmail exhibit between the
two WW, both at INDYPEX . Also, Har-
lan Stone added another vermeil to
his collection at BALPEX.

Also, the East Bay Collectors Club

in Oakland, Ca participated in our
awards program at their East Bay
Show 84 and they awarded the first
of our new AHPS certificates to
AHPS member Bruce Marsden for his
exhibit "Switzerland Pro Juventute
1912—1962" .

NEW MEMBERS

a
us forever during the past few

months . . . They were:

Rowe S . Giesen, Juan B . Cardenas,
Vincent S . Meyer . RIP

Let ' s welcome the following new
members among our ranks . ..

2128 Peter F . Baranay, Indiana
2129 Alice Hoelzer, California

2130 Stefan Kekko, Ontario C.
2131 Rudolf Keller, Pennsylvania

2132 Thomas Weiant, Pennsylvania
2133 Richard V . Zanoni, Wisconsin
2134 Mike Armus, New Jersey
2135 Richard . Gassma , Or on

Richard B .Krakaur,M .D . W.D.C.
Dennis Cremin, New York
Douglas Elwyn Turner, Calif.
H . Leroy Wanamaker, Tennessee
Benjamin T . Wright, Mass.

nd wish them lots of happy
s with Swiss and Liechtenstein
ping . ..
nd let ' s say a few prayers for
w f our me ers o ave t
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The somewhat unusual date crown shown below is something new
for the Swiss PTT, in effect since early
October, 1984 . It follows by some years
a similar edict of the West German PTT,
permitting mass mailers who like to affix
postage stamps rather than meter imprints
to their mail, to cancel their own mail:
This may be done, according to the Swiss PTT's information,
by using the existing meter machines, BUT the cancellations
must be done in black (and not in red as meters usually are .)
Next to these privately applied cancellations the familiar
Swiss cross (mute) slogan must also appear (to cancel any
additional stamps that might be affixed.
This kind of self-canceled, stamped bulk mail also must be
presorted . -- Will the first recipient of such an item in
the United States please mail it in to TELL's associate edi-
tor so that a complete cover may be shown? Thank in advance:

Swiss member A . Müller of Bern reports that most, if not
all, RPO postmarks of those lines still in existence --
Swiss RPOs disappear at an alarming rate, it seems -- have
been undergoing a mild change : their date bridges were
replaced to show the complete date in arabic numerals.
Previously, the month date was shown in Roman numerals . He
submitted new format sample strikes from the following
private railway lines: THUN - BURGDORF- THUN, RAMSEI - SUMIS-
WALD - HUTTWIL, LUZERN - ENGELBERG - LUZERN, MARTIGNY - LE
CHÂBLE (VS); WIL-KREUZLINGEN-WIL; MONTREUX- ZWEISIMMEN, and,

SOLOTHURN- BERN - SOLOTHURN . Thanks for this information:

AMERICANA HELVETICA : We had occasion to correspond with
the postmistress of BERNE, NY lately . She advised that the
town of WEST BERNE, NY lost its p .o. about five years ago,
but that EAST BERNE still has its own p .o . For anyone in -
terested in obtaining these marks, the zip codes are: BERNE
NY 12023 ; EAST BERNE, NY 12059 . Other BERN(E) towns still
with postal services are NEW BERN, AL 36765, BERN ID 83220;
BERNE, IN 46711 (the locale for an annual Swiss festival);
BERN, KS 66408 ; EAST BERNSTADT, KY 40729, NEW BERN, NC
28560 ; WEST NEW BERN, NC Branch 28560, BERNVILLE, PA 19506,
NEWBERN, TN 38059 ; NEW BERN, VA 24126 ; and NEWBERNE, WVA
26409. No longer in existence are BERN, IL ; BERNSTADT, KY;
NEW BERN, KY ; SOUTH BERNE, NY ; BERNE, PA, LOWER BERNE, PA;
and BERN(E), OH . Anyone know of any others, live or dead?

Informed sources in Switzerland want us to believe that the
long dormant project for a second edition of the Switzerland
Perfin Catalogue (first edition : 1972) is closetom.
Issue date: 1984. Your associate_ editor, who happens to be
co-author (and was the typist for the first, US-published
edition) has no such information, however and/or yet . His
task ended some years ago when he translated all introduct-
ory materials (including those for some new chapters) into
English, plus a few more details several months ago . Since
then* silence : Nevertheless, preliminary orders should be
mailed on a POSTAL CARD (no letters, PLEASE) to Felix Ganz,
POB A3843, Chicago,IL 60690, merely stating' "I'm interested
in the 2d edition Switzerland Perfin Catalogue if and when
it is issued ." That constitutes no obligation, but will
provide a guideline on how much interest exists . Price not
known, of course -- nothing else either, except hope . FGanz
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SWISS FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES
DURING THE WORLD WAR II PERIOD By ED WALTON

A most useful item of information appeared in an article full
of other useful information, by Götz Schneider, entitled
'Flugpost aus Liechtenstein im zweiten Weltkrieg nach Amerika'
which appeared in 'POSTGESCHICHTE' No . 15, Nov . 1983 published
by Hans R . Schwarzenbach, in Zurich.
Postage rates for letters were based at that time on surface
transport, with special handling such as registration, express
and air transport, being treated as 9 surcharge . The rate for
letters to foreign destinations, during the World War II
period, was 30c up to 20g and 20c for each additional 20g.
Registration was an extra 30c and express handling was 60c.
As explained in the article, mentioned above, the Airmail
surcharges were as follows:
1. To South America, direct:

via Marseille 200c ., after Dec 18, 1939 via Marseille until
June 1940 or Rome until end of 1940, 210c . From 1941 to end
of January 1942, 240c.

2. North America (U .S .A ., Canada, Alaska, Newfoundland) via
Lisbon:
1939, 50c ; 1940 to "February 28 1941, 60c ; after March 1
1941 to end of war, (toward the end via London), 70c.

3. Central America ( Mainland and Caribbean Islands) via New
York:
1939, 80e : 1940 to 19 43, 90c ; 1944 to end of war 1945, 100c

4. Northern South America (including Venezuela, Colombia, Peru
Ecuador, and the Guyana colonies) via New York:
1939, 14 0e ; 1940 to May 31 1943, 130c ; from June 1 1943 to
end of war 1945, 100c.

5. Southern South America (including Argentina, Chile,
Bolivia, Uruguay and Brazil), via New York:
1939, 14 0c ; 1940 to end of war 1945, 150c.

The above airmail surcharges were for each 5g weight.
Consider for example, a registered air mail letter to New York
mailed October 29, 1940 in Lausanne . Normal (surface) postage
is 30c and registration another 30c . Air mail for the 18g
letter is 4 X 60 = 240c, for a total rate of 300c.
A 22g registered express air mail letter to New York, mailed
in Lausanne on May 12, 1941 is rated as fol l ows ; normal rate
30+20, registration 30, express 60, air mail 5 X 70 = 35C
for a total of 490 .

EXOTICA HELVETICA : Sc191
(Zumstein 144) provides us with
an exciting plate fault, in as
much as the stampfield 46 con-
tained a defective cliche with
the first numeral 1 of 1919
not having been etched in deep
enough . It was discovered early
in the press run and the few
existing ones are rare.
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HAVE YOU RENEWED)

(Mailing Envelope In Last Issue of TELL)

This issue of TELL culminates its tenth year and brings you
my last column in this space . Chuck LaBlonde picks up
January and he is dedicated to continued improvement . The
greatest pleasure for me has been the opportunity to work
with my fellow AHPS officials . The work these officials
have accomplished over the last two years is unbelievable.
And quite a number of key, major milestones have been
attained . TELL has documented the specifics.

Our hobbies play an extremely important role in our
lives . Where people of good will with high standards
get together, work together for the altruistic aspects of
their hobby, wonderful and magic things happen . The
continued pursuit of these idealistic goals as a group is
what it is all about . It has been my thrill to have had
the opportunity to work with such a group in this Society.

Rewards should never be confused with awards . Get in-
volved and you will get a much better perspective of
the meaning of that statement . AHPS is a great group of
people for a hobby involvement for anyone .

D . R . Eggen
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